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COPYEDITING GUIDELINES 

Procedures 
Delivery. The press will deliver a cleaned-up version of the manuscript. Contact sheets of the illustrations 
may appear in the back.  

Editing. Please use Microsoft Word’s Track Changes feature to record your changes to the manuscript. 
Though the tracking can be turned off for routine tasks, we would prefer that the author see changes that 
have been made.  

Queries. Ask the author when something is ambiguous or incomplete or there is some chance that an edit 
can change the meaning inappropriately. Insert queries as comments in Word. 

Stylesheet. As you copy edit, keep a list of unique words, unusual spellings, special characters, 
abbreviations, and technical or idiomatic terminology. 

Invoicing. When contacted about a job, we offer a per-page rate that is based on 250 words per page. You 
may bill us in two installments. Send an invoice for three-fourths of the total when you return the edited 
manuscript to the press for author review and another invoice for the remainder when you return the final 
edited manuscript to the press.  

Schedule 
Editor’s pass. Please do a complete edit in five weeks and return the manuscript to the press. Make sure 
that all the feedback that you need to finish your work is requested in queries. 

Author’s review. The press will deliver the manuscript to the author with instructions to accept or reject all 
changes and to respond to all queries in two weeks. (We allow three weeks for the review of an edited 
volume so that the editor can send the contributors their essays for review.) We will return this document to 
you after the author returns it to us. 

Final pass. When we receive the author’s final manuscript, we will use Microsoft Word’s Compare 
Documents to compare your original document (your original edited manuscript with all changes accepted 
and all comments removed) with the revised document (the author’s final manuscript). This command will 
generate a document that we’ll send to you that will show exactly where the author has rejected your 
changes and made new changes. (Comments and responses will appear, as well.)  

Conflicts. Please accommodate the author’s wishes when you can. If you feel it would create major 
deviations from accepted conventions of usage and style, please contact the press for assistance. 

Final manuscript. After all editing matters are settled, please double check for glitches and editorial 
mistakes. Deliver to the press a final manuscript that is ready for typesetting within two weeks. Include in 
the delivery your stylesheet along with notes about special problems, whether they be with styles, symbols, 
or unusual elements in the manuscript. 

Paragraph and Character Styles 
The press uses the Styles feature in Word to indicate the elements of the manuscript. When you receive the 
manuscript, styles will have been applied by a project editor that reflect the structural logic of the 
manuscript and its elements. For example, normal indented running text paragraphs take the !standard 
paragraph style, chapter titles take chapter title, extracts take extract, and so forth. Occasionally character 
styles are applied within paragraphs when only certain words or characters need distinction, e.g., run-in 
heads. As you edit, you should make sure that no styles have been applied improperly and the hierarchy of 
the heads is as it should be.  
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Style and Usage 
Reference Materials. Our standard references are The Chicago Manual of Style, 16th edition, and 
Merriam-Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary. Though we may deviate from it, depending on the needs of 
individual manuscripts, it is the default resource for copyediting questions. If you have any questions about 
a style issue, don’t hesitate to contact the press. 

Punctuation. Punctuation, especially the comma, should be considered as a function of grammar and as an 
indicator of sentence structure, though the author can be given some latitude. Always insert the serial 
comma (CM 6.18) and the comma before the conjunction in compound sentences (6.28) but delete commas 
in compound predicates (6.29). A comma should follow a dependent clause before the main clause (6.30), 
but in most circumstances there should be no comma before a dependent clause at the end of the sentence 
(6.31) unless it is very clearly nonrestrictive. Semicolons should not be used unnecessarily in a series 
(6.19). 

Parallelism. Items in a series should be the same parts of speech, and compound sentence structures should 
be parallel (5.212–215). Be alert for faulty parallelism in not only . . . but also constructions. 

Capitalization of names and titles. Follow the guidelines in chapter 8 of the Chicago Manual for 
capitalization of titles and organizations. Thus, it is the “University of Arkansas” and the “university,” 
“Professor Higgins” and the “professor,” “Bank of America” and “the bank.” Lowercase all titles used in 
apposition, “Confederate general P. G. T. Beauregard.” 

Headline style. For the titles of works, use headline-style capitalization as described in 8.157. Use this 
style of capitalization regardless of how the title was capitalized on the title page of the original work.  

US versus British spelling. Change British spelling to US spelling except in quotations: “honour” to 
“honor,” “analyse” to “analyze,” “theatre” to “theater.” 

Numbers. Numbers should be spelled out or written as numerals according to 9.2. Follow the suggestions 
in 9.7 for passages in which many numbers occur. Follow the guidelines for inclusive numbers and the use 
of the en dash in 9.58–60. In our sports books, we use the en dash for “to” as in a score: “14–13.” For a 
team or a competitor’s record in which “and” is usually said, 13-6, use a hyphen. 

Possessives. Singular proper nouns should be made possessive by the addition of ‘s, “Mr. Dickens’s 
novels.” (7.15–18.) The possessive of “Arkansas” is “Arkansas’s.” 

That and which. In books of formal prose, we would prefer to keep the distinction between the restrictive 
that and the nonrestrictive which (6.22). 

Hyphenation. Follow the guidelines for hyphenation of compound terms in 7.77–85.  

Ellipses. Do not use the ellipses character; use three periods with spaces between them. See 13.48, 13.51–
13.52. 

Documentation. Follow chapter 14 “Documentation I: Notes and Bibliography” unless otherwise 
instructed. Be sure that there is a full citation at the first entry of a source, and shortened citations 
thereafter. 

Content Accuracy 
Consistency and consecutive numbers. Check that the titles of chapters are consistent in the table of 
contents and the text. If there are contributors, their names should be the same in the table of contents, the 
chapter titles, and the list of contributors. Be sure that any numbered items in the text are numbered 
consecutively—numbers for chapters, figure numbers, notes. 

Images. Check that a callout exists for all images appearing in the contact sheets and alert the author when 
discrepancies exist. Make a reasonable effort to assure that callouts refer to the proper image. 
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Callouts. Callouts that give instructions to editors and designers are inserted in the text and have the style 
callout which is red. Captions should follow image callouts and take the style caption. 

 


